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Abstract— Fall-related injuries affect a large part of the
population and related costs. Thus, there is a concern in
studying a fall prevention strategy to minimize the consequences
of falls. Walkers are assistive devices used to improve the
balance, stability and reduce the load on the lower limb of
the user. In this sense, there is a concern to improve the safety
in smart walkers and, consequently, to prevent falls in these
devices. However, in this field, the only approach is to stop the
walker in risk situations. So, the aim of this paper is to define
a preliminary strategy to prevent a fall event in the Adaptive
System Behaviour Group (ASBGo) Smart Walker. For ASBGo
Smart Walker, two modes of security are discussed in this paper.
One approach is based on monitoring the center of mass and
changing the trajectory when a near fall is detected. The other
mechanism consists only in to stop the walker when a dangerous
situation is detected. The first or the second mode are activated
depending if the user drives the walker with the forearm on
forearm support or not.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to World Health Organization (WHO), 646
thousand people died around the world as a result of a fall.
The WHO defines a fall as ”an event which results in a
person coming to rest inadvertently on the ground or floor
or other lower level” [1]. Falls do not always happen in the
same way and in the same direction. There are different types
of falls, such as falling forward, sideward, backward [2],
from the bed and from the chair [3]. Regarding phases of
falls, different phases are considered by different authors.
For instance, Hsieh et al. [4] divide the fall event into three
phases: free fall phase, impact phase, and rest phase. The
free fall phase is characterized by abrupt movements. The
impact phase consists the person shock on the ground, and
lately, in the rest phase the person remains immobilized.

Falls have a high impact on peoples lives. There are many
injuries associated with falling, for example, dislocations,
laceration, fractures, and hematomas. The fear of falling
and depression are also noted as fall-related effects [5], [6].
Other consequences, such as dehydration and hypothermia
are related to falls due to inability to stand up [5].
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There are several risk factors that increase the likelihood
of falling. The risk factors can be related to the patients,
for instance, age, mental confusion, poor balance, dizziness
and dementia [7]. Nevertheless, the risks of falling are
also related to the environment [7], [8], such as tripping,
inappropriate footwear and poor lighting.

Falls have a high cost and represent a burden to society. In
2012, the direct costs of non-fatal falls were $616.5 million,
and in relation to fatal falls, the total cost was $ 30.3 billion.
In 2015, the cost increase to $637.2 million and $31.3 billion
to non-fatal and fatal falls, respectively [9].

In order to minimize the fall-related impact, a few systems
and strategies have been developed. The approaches are
based on non-wearable and wearable sensors. Different non-
wearable sensors are used to detect falls, such as depth
cameras [10], thermal sensors [11] and ultrasonic array
[12]. Regarding wearable sensors, inertial measurement units
(IMUs) [13] and force sensing resistors [14] are well-known
examples. To prevent the user from falling, i.e., the user
did not fall to the ground, a few sensors are used, e.g.
electromyography probes [15], IMUs, cameras and reflective
markers [16].

There is a concern to detect or prevent fall with smart
medical assistive devices, such as smart walkers [17]–[24].
The smart walkers can be equipped with several sensors
which allow extracting different user-related features. Thus,
information about the user’s gait can be achieved. All the
information acquired can be used to improve the user’s safety
and help predict a fall event in this type of assistive devices.
Different approaches have been developed in order to prevent
the user from fall. However, the strategies implemented in
smart walkers to prevent a fall consist of stopping the walker
when a near fall is detected. So, the aim of this article is to
propose a different approach to prevent a fall event using the
Adaptive System Behaviour Group (ASBGo) Smart Walker.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, the sensors and the functionalities of the ASBGo Smart
Walker are described. In section III, an overview of the
security modes implemented in smart walkers found it in
literature is presented. In section IV, it is discussed the strat-
egy under development on ASBGo Smart Walker. Finally,
section V contains the conclusion.

II. ASBGO SMART WALKER

The Adaptive System Behaviour Group (ASBGo) Smart
Walker was developed by the Adaptive System Behaviour
Group. This assistive device was created for rehabilitation
and physical therapy in order to aid patients with gait



disorders and improve their physical conditions. The ASBGo
Smart Walker provides an alternative to standard walkers and
a safe and quality rehabilitation.

The Smart Walker device is equipped with several sensors,
as shown in Fig. 1. The sensors located at the upper and
middle part of walker allow the extracting of different
patient-related characteristics [25]–[29]. The bottom part of
the Smart Walker contains sensors to detect obstacles during
its use [30]. The acquired patients’ information is about their
stability, balance, gait, and posture. A few functionalities
were developed with this information, in order to improve
patient’s rehabilitation [25].

Different modes of operation can be chosen when patients
use the Smart Walker, such as local, remote and autonomous
driving, and treadmill. These modes of operation allow
the physiotherapist to choose the most appropriate mode
depending on the patient’s difficulties. In the local mode,
the user can choose the parameters of driving, such as the
velocity and the curvature of the walker. Here, the user can
guide the walker. Usually, this mode is used when the patient
is in the advanced stage of recovery and, consequently,
has more mobility. On the other hand, in remote driving,
the physiotherapist has a joystick and controls the walker’s
movement in the environment. A treadmill mode can also be
chosen. In this mode, the user while uses the treadmill can
benefit the walker functionalities at the same time. Finally,
the autonomous mode allows the physiotherapist or the user
to choose the desired coordinate position.

It is important to emphasize that the patient can use the
walker in two different ways: i) with the forearm on forearm
support driving the walker through the handlebar (close to
touching monitor) or ii) guide the walker through the handle
grip (positioned before the wooden table).

In a previous study, a strategy to prevent falls has already
been addressed. If the distance between the walker and the
user decreases abruptly, it means that a near fall can occur
and the walker stops. In the case of the user does not have

Fig. 1: The architecture and sensors’ location of the ASBGo
Smart Walker.

the forearm on forearm support the walker also stops. Two
force sensors have also been positioned in handlebar in order
to know if the user has the hands on the handlebar. Again,
if the user does not have his hands on handlebar the walker
stops. The walker does not move backward, even if the user
pushes it [31].

III. SAFETY MODE

A preliminary study was performed with the objective
of understanding which are the most relevant features to
prevent a fall event in smart walkers. Through this analysis
was possible to define the approach to implement in ASBGo
Smart Walker.

Based on the literature, it was possible to conclude that
there is a concern related to the users’ safety when using an
assistive device. Concerning smart walkers, several sensors
were used to implement and improve the safety mode of
these devices. Force sensors, laser range finder (LRF), cam-
eras, as well as IMUs contribute to the safety mode of the
smart walker [17]–[24]. It means that not only non-wearable
sensors but also wearable sensors were used in order to
prevent the user from fall.

The distance between the user and the walker, the center
of gravity or center of pressure, and the force exerted on
the handle are important features to prevent a fall event
[17]–[24]. Of all the strategies implemented in several smart
walkers, the final outcome is always stopping the walker.

IV. SAFETY MODE ASBGO SMART WALKER

As mentioned in the second section, the ASBGo Smart
Walker may be driving with the forearm on the forearm
support through the handlebar (Fig.2), or alternatively, with
the hands on handle grip.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the strategy being developed.
The first step is to choose the appropriate mode for the
patient. Then, the position of the forearm and the hands
during the use of the walker is selected. If the user is not
using the handlebar, safe mode 1 is activated, otherwise
safe mode 2 is activated. Two modes of security were
implemented to achieve a strong strategy. In safe mode 2,
the support area is bigger than in safe mode 1. The user has
the forearm supported on the wooden table, while in mode
1 the only contact points of the user to the walker are the
hands supported on handle grip.

A. Safe Mode 1

Based on the literature and the architecture of the ASBGo
Smart Walker, a strategy to prevent a fall event has been
defined. The approach developed is based on several features
related to the patients. These characteristics are the user’s
center of mass (COM), the correct position of the hands,
spatiotemporal parameters of gait, and the direction of the
fall event.

According to Taghvaei et al. [19] the COM is an important
feature to detect a fall. Thus, the COM has been defined as
the main feature to detect a near fall event in this mode.
The user’s COM will be continuously calculated in real-time



Fig. 2: The handlebar of the Smart Walker [37].

while the user is driving the Smart Walker. The sensor chosen
to extract this feature is a camera as used by Taghvaei et al.
[19] and the selected frame rate was 30 frames per second
based in [32]–[35]. According to Mastorakis et al. [33], a
high frame rate in real-time systems is important because
the fall occurs in a very short time interval.

The correct position of the hands on the walker is also
an important indicator of the dangerous situation. If the
hands are not on handle grip, it may indicate that the user
has become unbalance and, as a result, may fall. The force
sensors on the handle grips as well as the camera are the
approaches selected to detect if the user’s hands are correctly
positioned [27], [31].

The distance between the user and the walker is considered
another important feature. If the distance decreases quickly,
it is possible that the user is falling forward. On the other
hand, if the distance increases abruptly, it is possible that the
user is falling backward. In order to calculate the distance
an infrared sensing will be used as Martins et al. [31].

It is also intended to extract the spatiotemporal parameters
of gait through the LRF [28] and use the features extracted
to detect a pre-fall step. It should be noted that no strategy
was found in the literature that detects a pre-fall step with a
smart walker.

All the features aforementioned will be calculated in order
to detect a near fall event. Regarding fall prevention strategies
in the literature, the final outcome is always stopping the
walker. Those mechanisms in case of sideward fall may not
provide an efficient support.

The first step for fall prevention approach is to determine
the direction of the fall. Next, the ASBGo Smart Walker
must change the trajectory in accordance with the direction
of the fall, in order to enable the user to recover the balance
quickly. When the walker changes trajectory there may be
obstacles in the environment that must be considered. After
adjusting the trajectory, the walker stops to provide support.
A similar approach was implemented in a robot cane by Pei
Di et al. [36]. While the safety mode is not turned off by the
user or physiotherapist, the walker remains motionless. When
the security mode is disabled, the features are continuously
acquired and analyzed to detect a possible fall.

B. Safe Mode 2

In the case of the user driving the walker with the forearm
on the forearm support, safety mode 2 will be activated.
With this mode, four features will be extracted to detect
a fall event: the distance between the user and the walker,

Fig. 3: Scheme of the fall prevention strategy to be imple-
mented in ASBGo Smart Walker.

the gait characteristics, the signal of the load cells on the
forearm support and the user’s COM. In relation to the first
two features mentioned, the functioning is the same as the
previous mode. The load cells signals are extracted to verify
if the user has the forearm on the forearm support. If the user
does not have the forearm correctly positioned, a potentially
dangerous situation occurs. Regarding COM in this mode is
not possible use the camera. Thus, the chosen sensor was the
IMU, which will be placed on the lower back. The sampling
rate of 102.4 Hz was selected according to Doeheny et al.
[38].

Concerning the fall prevention strategy in this mode, it
consists of stopping the walker when a dangerous situation
is detected. This outcome is similar to that found in the
literature. The walker will only be operational again when the
safety mode is disabled by the technician. In this mode, the
change of trajectory is not applied because the user is very
close to the walker. Thus, the wooden table already provides
a large area of support, whether the user falls forward or to
both sides.

C. Other safety measures

The ASBGo Smart Walker currently has also implemented
one emergency button. In case of a dangerous situation, the
physiotherapist can press the button and the walker stops.
The fact that the ASBGo Smart Walker does not move
backward and avoid obstacles are other safety measures
already implemented that improves the user safety.

V. CONCLUSION

The preliminary strategy developed for the ASBGo Smart
Walker was defined in order to improve the safety of the
patient while using the device. The outcomes found in the
literature related to the smart walker are based on stopping
the walker when a fall event is detected. Thus, the approach
presented in this paper is more robust when compared to
found in the literature. It is expected that the methodology
proposed in mode 1 provides an improvement of user’s
safety, especially in sideward falls. Regarding future work,
it consists in testing the whole proposed system and making
this strategy even stronger. Once this Smart Walker is tar-
geted for rehabilitation, it would be interesting to implement
a biofeedback system to improve the user balance.
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